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arry Israel is an American lawyer and entrepreneur
who arrived in Hanoi in 1994 to work with
Vietnam’s Ministry of Trade. Today, Barry and
his wife, Le Ngoc Khanh Tam, a Dalat native and
developer, are the dynamic cross-cultural duo
behind La Vallee de Dalat, new luxury villa development
in Vietnam, which recently announced reforms to foreign
ownership laws making it much easier for foreigners to
purchase real estate as of July 2015.
La Vallee de Dalat, situated in the mile-high city of
Dalat, 186 miles (300km) northeast of Ho Chi Minh City
and surrounded by pine forests, was a former colonial
resort and it is often still referred to as Le Petit Paris. Once
complete, La Vallee de Dalat will feature eight Frenchinspired luxury villas on a piney hillside adjacent to the
summer palace of the former French Governor. Those
looking for a respite from the tropical heat and humidity
of lower-lying areas will be drawn to the temperate climate
that the highland offers. Overlooking a lush valley and
rolling mountains, La Vallee de Dalat is being built on
a gradual slope, allowing the architects to design homes
that feature breathtaking views from spacious terraces
or decks on each level.
The couple chose the location for their development
in part because of the views, the proximity to the city
center, which is five minutes away, and the topography
that is ideally suited for a secure, high-end compound.
The development is also just minutes away from storied
Dalat Palace Golf Club. Barry and Tam wanted to build
villas consistent with the architectural heritage of Dalat,
feeling it was important to continue the tradition from
an overall design perspective but with modern features
one would expect from any high-end development. Once
complete, La Vallee de Dalat will be the only walled and
guarded residential development in Dalat. As of May
2015, three of the eight villas have been completed and
the remainder will be built once they have buyers, in
order to develop custom villas.
Barry and Tam have built a number of other structures
in Vietnam under their first company, including hotels,
apartments and golf courses. When they sold the company
they took their two best engineers and their CFO with
them, who, with their architects, are now the core of their
team for La Vallee de Dalat, along with general contractors
and subcontractors for various elements of development.
Global Living’s editorial director, Alison Cavatore, asked
Barry and Tam about the process of building La Vallee
de Dalat, what makes it so unique to the region, and
much more.
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BY ALISON CAVATORE

Staircase in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

Exterior of La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

How and when did you ﬁrst decide to embark on developing
La Vallee de Dalat?
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DUO

Patio in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

Barry: In 2007, we sold our hotels, golf courses and
apartment complex in Vietnam. Tam is from Dalat and
I have fallen in love with the city, primarily because of
the climate. In the U.S., prior to residing full-time in
Vietnam, I lived in Washington, D.C. and Santa Barbara.
I found that Dalat’s temperate climate has temperatures
very similar to Santa Barbara’s, although we do get rain
here. After the sale of our company, we began to look
for land in Dalat to develop. In those days, foreigners
could not own land or villas (this changes on July 1st this
year) so Tam started buying up land. Our focus was on
large parcels of land (for Dalat and Vietnam), which have

Kitchen in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa
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View from La Vallee de Dalat

Exterior feature at La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

Bathroom in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa
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Entertainment room at La Vallee de Dalat's first villa
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Le Ngoc Khanh Tam - General
Director, Khanh Tam Development
Co

spectacular views but are still within the law practice in D.C. was assisting Asian
city of Dalat so that nothing in the city is governments with political problems
more than 5 or 10 minutes away.
in D.C. I wanted to do that work for
We started buying the property that Vietnam as it and the U.S. moved toward
became La Vallee de Dalat in late 2007 normalization of relations. From 1994and continued adding contiguous pieces 99, I was able to do some very interesting
through 2009 as they became available, things for the government and then took
getting the property up to about 2.5 control of the hotel, golf course and
acres (10,000m2). The property looks apartment company. During all of this,
out over a gorgeous valley surrounded I learned it is best to be low-key in my
by pine-tree-covered hills. But it was presence – a lesson I learned over and
also on the side of a steep hill. We were over throughout Asia. So after Tam and I
dealing with a 45-degree slope. So we talked, we decided it was probably a better
spent two years working on the various political and social decision for me not to
government permits required and started be living on the highest point overlooking
construction of a series of retaining walls the entire city but rather where I would
to level out the property and permit eight be much less visible.
lots, each roughly 10,760ft2 (1,000m2). It
took us until early 2013 to finalize all the How has the plan for the development evolved
government procedures and to finish the or changed since the ﬁrst planning stages?
infrastructure.
Tam: When we first bought the La
The land for La Vallee de Dalat was Vallee de Dalat land, it was only 53,819ft2
actually the third piece we bought. The (5,000m 2) and had a governmentfirst was 86,111ft 2 (8,000m2) at the approved plan to build 10 very small villas
entrance to the city. It is the highest on it. The original developer had no idea
point within Dalat itself
what he had got himself into.
and looks out over the
So the first thing we did was
NOWHERE ELSE IN redesign the project, cutting
entire city. The land is
covered with pine forest. DALAT IS A SIMILAR it down to just five villas but
We sub-divided it into six PROJECT POSSIBLE, on much larger lots and much
12,916ft2 (1,200m2) lots.
larger villas. I then began to
BEING ON THE
Our plan was to develop
buy out the adjacent land
TOP OF A HILL AND because we realized that the
this land first. Then we
found the La Vallee land LOOKING OUT OVER infrastructure costs for the
and we changed our
part of the project –
A GORGEOUS VALLEY main
minds on where to start,
leveling out the land – would
AND ROLLING,
for three reasons.
be so costly. We needed to
First, the La Vallee land
expand to spread the cost out
PINE-COVERED
seems rural even though it MOUNTAINS FROM over more lots and villas. So
is actually closer to the city
we added another 53,819ft2
center. The locals refer SUCH A QUIET AND (5,000m2), which gave us all
to this area as ‘the king’s PRIVATE LOCATION. the space we needed to add
land’, as it’s adjacent to one
three more villas but, more
of the three palaces built in Dalat for the importantly, space for infrastructure,
last emperor of Vietnam, Bao Dai. Rather including a larger internal road and of
than looking into the city as the other course the retaining walls.
land does, we look away from the city
We also had one very frustrating
to pine-forest-covered mountains and change that set us back one full year.
the valley already described. The views Our original design for the five-villa side
from both properties are stunning, but had the internal road running between
the La Vallee view is special.
the two villas on the top level and the
Second, as soon as we walked the three on the lower level. This was not
property, I envisioned a villa design based only an attractive and efficient design, it
on a California house I spent a lot of time was economical because it required less
in. That house was on a sharp slope over infrastructure. In order to build on land in
the ocean in Southern California. The Vietnam – even land that is privately held
designer used a layout that focused all like all of my land in Dalat (as opposed to
attention on the views. I realized we could land leased from the government, which
use the same concept here and, because is what most developers use) – you are
I loved that California house, wanted to required to buy from the government
replicate the concept.
the rights to build on the property. We
Finally, there was a political reason. I call it ‘buying the building land’. This can
have been very well received and accepted be quite costly depending on the land’s
in Vietnam. I first visited in 1994 as a location.
Washington, D.C.-based attorney
We had reached agreement with
when the U.S. lifted the embargo. My the government on what we would be
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Living room in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa
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Barry: Frankly, beside the reasons I described
already, this land has the most spectacular
views available in Dalat. It seems like we are
in the countryside yet we are less than five
minutes by car to the city center and actually
can walk there in only 15 minutes.
It is also a very secure site. The project
is the only walled compound now available
in Dalat. We selected this location, as with
the others Tam bought, because each of
them have topography that allow them to
be completely enclosed and secure with
private guarded entrances. We think this is
important because we expect most buyers
will be using the villas as a second or third
vacation retreat, and security is important
if the villas are not being used all the time.
In general, who do you expect to be your primary
buyers?

Barry: Our first contract for two villas was
with a Canadian who is marrying a woman
from Hong Kong. He likes the climate. We also
have a large, Thai-based company looking at
the property now. They are looking for a site
large enough for the company owners and
executives to be able to build villas together.
So our expectation is that the majority of
the villas will be purchased by foreigners
from Singapore, Hong Kong and Bangkok,
as retreats from the heat.
We also expect to sell two or three to
wealthy Vietnamese wanting property in
Dalat. Right now, most Vietnamese who
22
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The development is designed with French villa
architecture with modern, Western-style interiors.
What was your inspiration for the look and feel
of the villas?

View at night from
Barry: We knew right from the beginning
La Vallee de Dalat
that we wanted to build villas that fit into the
historical architecture of Dalat, which was
founded by the French. One of the hotels we
owned in Dalat was the Dalat Palace Hotel. It
was the first major building built in Dalat by
the French colonialists in 1922. Its original
design was Versailles-like.
Along with that hotel, we also owned 16
of the original French villas built back in the
1920s and ‘30s. We loved the architecture and
wanted to do something that was consistent.
So we hired Aline Ho, founder of Asiatique
Design. Aline is Vietnamese but lived and
was educated in France. Her partner is from Dining room in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa
Dalat. They have designed some
veranda and one or two side
of the most beautiful structures
THE VERANDA ON
rooms, which can be used
in Vietnam. We charged them
THE MAIN FLOOR
for an office, baby’s room or
with coming up with a design
sitting room.
RUNS ALONG THE
that was Dalat-inspired. They
On the main floor and
spent several days in Dalat
ENTIRE FRONT OF
bottom floor, we wanted
photographing many of the
THE HOUSE AND
large open rooms that take
remaining old villas and then
went to their drawing tables WRAPS AROUND ON advantage of the views. The
kitchen was a real challenge.
taking the features from the
ONE SIDE.
Vietnamese food uses lots of
existing villas they liked most.
That is how we came up with the exterior spices and, with our open design, cooking in
the kitchen was going to mean a lot of spice
design.
For the interiors, as I said earlier, the smells throughout the house. We solved this
concept comes from a California house. We by building two kitchens. The main kitchen
wanted people to come in the main doors and is just off the dining room and is great for
be drawn toward the large outside verandas entertainment. But all serious cooking is
overlooking the valley and rolling hills that done in an outside kitchen we designed by
surround us. We also wanted the interior to making our planned pantry space smaller,
be more like an American home. In Vietnam, but resulting in keeping the strong spice
many interiors will have different levels on odors outside.
the same floor with step-ups and downs
even in a room. We wanted each of the three You have adopted feng shui principles in the
floors in the villas to be at the same level design and development and will work with
buyers to accommodate speciﬁc requirements.
throughout.
We spent a lot of time teaching contractors What are some examples of customizations you
and subcontractors the meaning of our ‘Code have incorporated into the villas?
0’, meaning that the floors are perfectly flat Tam: Feng shui principles must be adapted
even in transitions from room to room. The to each person based on birth year. Still, feng
only variation is the short drop between shui was an important part of the planning,
the outdoor verandas and the villa itself, in beginning with selection of the site and then
order to ensure water from heavy rains could carried into the design by our architects and
not get into the villas. We also wanted to in actual construction. The villas are set on
have larger rooms, especially the bedrooms a hillside with raised land in back and wide
and bathrooms. As a result, we ended up open views –an important general feng shui
with a master suite encompassing the entire principle.
In addition, each villa is oriented in an
top floor with his-and-her baths, a private

View of La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

Bedroom in La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

ideal feng shui direction. Inside the villa, we
employed floating feng shui principles with
no hidden corners or dead air space. We also
took special care to have an open interior
to create a healthy environment. All doors
and windows follow feng shui measurement
principles to foster prosperity and health. We
also followed feng shui principles on location
of the kitchen, bathrooms, bedrooms, doors,
windows and the staircase.
What is your personal favorite feature of La Vallee
de Dalat?

Tam: Our verandas. We have a small private
veranda off the master bedroom suite. We
enjoy sitting out there at night before bed,
watching the stars or the beautiful cloud
formations we get, especially during the
rainy season. The veranda on the main floor
runs along the entire front of the house and
wraps around on one side. We often have our
breakfast on this patio, and almost every night
sit out there for sunset, enjoying the views.
There will be just eight villas on site, which is
accessed by private road through a guarded gate
with 24-hour security. What other features of the
development cater to exclusivity?
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How did you decide upon the location of
La Vallee de Dalat?

are buying second homes are focusing on
the many beach developments. But Vietnam
will experience what we have seen in other
countries with both beaches and mountains.
Second-home buyers always seem to buy at
the beach first, and then they look to the
mountains.
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required to pay and they were pressing us to
make the payment before the end of 2009.
Just as we were preparing to transfer the
money, a government department that deals
with forest land found a map that showed
forest land running through the bottom of
the property and, more importantly, right
through the middle of the bottom three
villas. This was a surprise to all of us because
this property then had no trees on it but
the property on both sides of us for miles
is covered with pine forests. Apparently, at
some time, the department decided to draw
a straight line across the hillside designating
the forest land line, and the bottom part of
our property fell into it.
Vietnam severely restricts building on
forest land, most often limiting the owner
to using only 5% of forest land. As a result
of this, the government told us we could not
build the bottom three villas where there was
this forest land line. So we spent the next year
with our architects and engineers redesigning
the layout to push the bottom three houses
back, moving the road in front of them, and
getting the required government approvals
for the new layout.

Barry: Our location is a major feature. As
we described, the property is on what people
in Dalat refer to as ‘the king’s land’. We are
adjacent to Bao Dai Palace 1, a huge property
that is covered by forests and is outside our
property. On either side of our property is
forest land, so there can never be any major
development around us. Of course, we have

Veranda at La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

Jacuzzi at La Vallee de Dalat's first villa

surrounded the property with high walls
for security and have installed cameras and
motion sensors for added security.
Finally, it is the views. We talk about this
a lot, but nowhere else in Dalat is a similar
project possible, being on the top of a hill
and looking out over a gorgeous valley and
rolling, pine-covered mountains from such
a quiet and private location.

that provide daily coverage on events in
Vietnam. Finally, look for someone who
speaks good English and Vietnamese. Many
Vietnamese have learned English, but to
really get things done on a day-to-day
basis, having someone who speaks fluent
Vietnamese who can handle issues for you
makes living here much, much easier.

Barry, as an expat in Vietnam since 1994, how do
you balance between your home there and your
roots back in the U.S.?

Tam: We are in the process of subdividing
another piece of land I own. It is 34,000ft2
(3,200m2) on a hill and corner overlooking
much of Dalat. Our original idea was to
develop the property for a boutique hotel
or small apartment-for-sale project. But we
have seen a lot of interest in smaller lots in
the 2,152-4,305ft2 (200-400m2) range. We are
working with the architects and engineers
now to subdivide this land into eight lots
with an internal road and retaining walls
around the property.
In addition to that land, I also own a
very large piece of land that overlooks all
of Dalat and is the highest point inside the
city. We recently finished subdividing it into
six 12,916ft2 (2,100m2) lots and a road plan
that has been approved by the government.
These six lots can be further subdivided into
12 lots.

Barry: A lot of flying. I have three daughters
in California. We travel back to the U.S. four
or five times a year for holidays and other
visits. We usually stay 2-3 weeks on each
visit. We also have an assistant in California
who has worked for us for more than 15
years. She takes care of the many things an
expat needs done in the U.S. and makes living
away much easier. And, of course, we all
need to understand that we are visitors in
Vietnam, a country with a very different
culture from our own. It is our duty to
adapt to the differences, and not expect the
Vietnamese to adapt to us.
What advice do you have for expats who are
considering moving to Vietnam?

Barry: First, I recommend subscribing to
a Google group called An Phu Neighbors.
It’s a very well-run forum for expats and
provides answers to almost any question an
expat could have. I also suggest reading the
several online, English-language newspapers

What’s next for you as developers?

Do you have any plans to move abroad in the future,
or is Dalat home now?

Tam: Our plan is that in the next year or two
we will spend half our time in Dalat and the
other half in the U.S. or traveling.
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